Ammonia as a case study for the spontaneous ionization of a simple hydrogen-bonded compound.
Modern ab initio calculations predict ionic and superionic states in highly compressed water and ammonia. The prediction apparently contradicts state-of-the-art experimentally established phase diagrams overwhelmingly dominated by molecular phases. Here we present experimental evidence that the threshold pressure of ~120 GPa induces in molecular ammonia the process of autoionization to yet experimentally unknown ionic compound--ammonium amide. Our supplementary theoretical simulations provide valuable insight into the mechanism of autoionization showing no hydrogen bond symmetrization along the transformation path, a remarkably small energy barrier between competing phases and the impact of structural rearrangement contribution on the overall conversion rate. This discovery is bridging theory and experiment thus opening new possibilities for studying molecular interactions in hydrogen-bonded systems. Experimental knowledge on this novel ionic phase of ammonia also provides strong motivation for reconsideration of the theory of molecular ice layers formation and dynamics in giant gas planets.